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1 Introduction 
In this lab you will enter deeply into the tools introduced in the first lab. It is an 
extensive lab and you should be prepared to spend quite some time on it. 
 
You will design and code a simple ALU and take it through an ASIC design flow 
until you have a finished layout. The technology used in the previous lab is replaced 
by AMS 0.35 µm CMOS technology with 4 metal layers (C35B4). To make the 
timing issues more challenging, the clock frequency of your design is increase from 
20 to 100 MHz. 
 
When you have completed the lab, you will have gained knowledge on both the 
Synopsys and Cadence tools, as well as on the AMS 0.35 µm CMOS technology. 
Further, the scripts that you will produce in the lab will be reused and extended in 
coming labs, so you should not be afraid to write comments and references in your 
script files to make it easier to modify them later. 
 
The main purpose with the lab is to learn how to use Design Compiler, Encounter and 
AMS 0.35. 
 

2 Setting Up the Environment 
Before you start with the lab you should skim through the entire lab instruction. Pay 
special attention to section 6, Submission, to avoid nasty surprises later on. 
 
The files needed for the lab can be found at /digcad/smd154/2006/lab2/lab2.zip. 

3 Design Entry 
For this design you will have to design and code an 8-bit stack-based ALU. The ALU 
is rather trivial; it has an 8-bit operand (B) and a 3-bit operation code (OP) as input, 
and as output it has an 8-bit result (Y) and a 1-bit DONE signal indicating that the 
operation has been executed. For more information, see Figure 1, Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Figure 1: The ALU. 

 
When the ALU receives an OP, it should first execute the operation and then raise the 
DONE signal for one cycle. If the operation requires an output (i.e. POP) the 8-bit 
result (Y) should be valid when the DONE signal is high. 
 
When the DONE signal has been raised, the ALU should be prepared to accept the 
next OP. The operations will take more than one cycle to execute, and not all 
operations need to take the same number of cycles (thus the DONE signal). 
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Signal Direction Description 
B IN Operand. 
OP IN Operation code (see Table 2). 
CLK IN Clock. 
RSTN IN Asynchronous reset (active low). 
DONE OUT Operation has been executed and result is valid 

(if applicable). Only active one during one cycle 
for each operation (active high). 

Y OUT Result. 

Table 1: Signals for the ALU. 

 
The ALU only has two arithmetic operations, unsigned addition (ADD) and unsigned 
multiplication (MUL), but your code should be flexible enough to easy add extra 
operations. Carry should be ignored (i.e. …1111 + …0010 should give the result 
…0001). 
Example of an operation: Y = B1 + B2 

 
• PUSH B1 
• PUSH B2 
• ADD 
• POP 

 
OP Operation Description 
000 IDLE Idle (should not generate a DONE signal). 
001 PUSH Push B onto the stack. 
010 POP Pop the top element of the stack and send it to Y. 
100 ADD Pops the two top elements from the stack, performs 

unsigned addition (ignoring carry), and pushes the 
result onto the stack. 

101 MUL Pops the two top elements from the stack, performs 
unsigned multiplication (ignoring carry), and 
pushes the result onto the stack. 

Else Undefined 

Table 2: Operation codes. 

The stack in the ALU should be implemented using a 16x8-bit SRAM memory block, 
which is provided for you (lab2/src/sram.vhd). To reduce the time required for 
synthesis and layout, the size of the SRAM is kept very small. The sram.vhd is very 
simple and it will be replaced with a memory block, generated by a memory compiler 
in the next lab. The smallest memory that can be generated by the compiler is 128x8-
bits, so you should be prepared to change the number of address bits in your VHDL-
code. The signals for the SRAM are described in Table 3. You should not use high 
impedance, i.e. EN should always be low. 
 
Signal Description 
CS         Operation on rising edge (clock) 
EN         DO Z when EN high 
RD         Read operation on CS rising edge 
WR         Write operation on CS rising edge 
NRST       Reset, active low 
AD         Address bus 
DI         Data in bus 
DO         Data out bus 
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Table 3: SRAM Logic Table. 

 
Incoming signals (B and OP) must go directly to flip-flops, and outgoing signals (Y 
and DONE) must come directly from flip-flops, without passing through any 
combinatorial logic. Figure 2 shows the minimum number of cycles to perform a 
POP-operation (which includes one read operation from the SRAM). 
 

VALID

VALID

VALID

VALID

CLK

OP, B

EN, RD, AD, 
DI, NRST, WR

DO

DONE, Y

 
Figure 2: Minimum number of cycles needed to perform a POP-operation. 

 
The lab2/src/ folder should contain the following VHDL-files: 
 

• alu.vhd The ALU that you design. 
• sram.vhd The 16x8 SRAM. 
• top.vhd The full ASIC, including ALU (including the SRAM) and  

  IO-pads. 
• top_tb.vhd A testbench for simulation. 

3.1 RTL Simulation 
As always, you should simulate your design. To simulate the design, you may use the 
following sequence of commands that also compiles the file needed for the 
instantiated pads: 
 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/c35b4/c35_IOLIB_4M.v 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>sram.vhd 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>alu.vhd 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>top.vhd 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>top_tb.vhd 
ncelab -v93 -ACCESS +r -messages worklib.top_tb:sim 
 
and invoke the simulator with: 
ncsim -gui worklib.top_tb:sim & 
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4 Synthesis 

4.1 Scripts 
In the first lab, you used pull-down menus in Synopsys Design Analyzer to read in the 
design, set design constraints, saved files etc. In this lab you will use scripts, which is 
much more convenient. To be able to synthesize your design, you must create the 
script file.  
(Hint 1: use Help->Man pages in the GUI mode to check the correct syntax for the 
commands Hint 2: Have a look at the top down digital design flow tutorial provided at 
the links-page at the course web site, where an example of a script for the synthesis of 
your design can be based on).  
 
Some guidelines: 

• First, read in and analyze the VHDL-files. 
• Define the design environment. You should use the 

set_operating_conditions command using WORST-MIL as max 
condition, and BEST as min condition from the c35_CORELIB library. 

• You may specify wire load model (set_wire_load_model), otherwise 
Design Compiler will assume one. 

• Restrict which cells to use. The standard cell OAI212 seems to generate a lot 
of violations, so we simply don’t use it by issuing the command: 
set_dont_use c35_CORELIB.db:c35_CORELIB/OAI212 

 
We need to define some design constraints.  

• Create a clock (100 MHz). 
• Use the following commands so that Design Compiler don’t synthesise a clock 

tree.  
set_drive 0 $CLK_NAME 
set_load 0 $CLK_NAME 
set_dont_touch_network $CLK_NAME 

• Model clock skew of 200 ps.  Skew characteristics are modelled in DC with 
the command set_clock_uncertainty. 

• Design Compiler assumes ideal clocking, which means clocks have specified 
network latency (or zero network latency by default). Model the network 
latency (by using the set_clock_latency command) with a maximum 
clock network latency of 3.0 ns and with a minimum clock network latency of 
1.0 ns. 

• Output ports are assumed to have no output delay unless specified. Specify an 
output delay (by using the set_output_delay) of 2.0 ns on all outputs. 

• Likewise, input ports are also assumed to have zero input delay. Specify an 
input delay (by using the set_input_delay) of 8.0 ns, but not on all 
inputs, only on the inputs that we related to the clock-input. That is, we specify 
an input delay on all inputs except the clock input itself. One easy way is to 
specify delay on all inputs e.g. 
set_input_delay $INPUT_DELAY_VALUE [all_inputs] -
clock $CLK_NAME 
and then remove delay on the clock input 
set_input_delay 0.0 $CLK_NAME -clock $CLK_NAME 
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• AMS requires design fix, so use  
set_fix_multiple_port_nets –all 

• Now the design may be synthesised to target (using compile). 
• When compiled and verified (timing OK and no other violations), use the 

following command to ensure that we don’t get naming problems when 
interchanging data with the layout tool: 
change_names -rules verilog –hierarchy 
 

• Generate the netlist, recommended filename is top_synth.v 
• Generate sdf file for simulation, recommended file is top.sdf. 
• Generate Synopsys design constraints format file (as in lab1) to be used in 

layout, recommended file is top.sdc 

4.2 Post-Synthesis Simulation 
As always, you should simulate your design. To simulate the design with timing, you 
may use the following sequence of commands: 
 
ncsdfc -output ./top.sdf.X <path>top.sdf 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/udp.v 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/c35b4/c35_IOLIB_4M.v 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/c35b4/c35_CORELIB.v 
ncvlog <path>top_synth.v 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>top_tb.vhd 
ncelab -v93 -ACCESS +r -messages -neg_tchk -nowarn cuvwsp -nowarn 
sdfndp -nowarn sdfinf -nowarn sdfuncon -timescale "1ns/10ps" 
worklib.top_tb:sim -sdf_cmd_file <path>SDF_command   
 
and invoke the simulator with: 
ncsim -gui worklib.top_tb:sim & 

5 Layout 

5.1 Scripts 
As with Synopsys, the Cadence tools can also execute scripts. First, we create a 
directory structure and prepare some files for the layout process. 
Execute… 
 
ams_encounter -t c35b4 -vn top_synth.v -vt top -tlf    
 
that says that we use AMS c35b4 as library, the synthesized netlist is top_synth, the 
top level cell name is top, and finally that we use tlf timing libraries instead of lib 
timing files. The script does the following: 
 
Creates the directory structure: 
 
 <Current Dir> 
      | 
      |______ VERILOG (Verilog Netlists) 
      | 
      |______ LEF (additional LEF Files (not used in this lab)) 
      | 
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      |______ DEF (DEF files (not used in this lab)) 
    
 
It prepares c35b4_std.conf file for setting up the technology, prepares the script 
files: gemma.tcl, fillperi.tcl, fillcore.tcl. Also prepare a 
corner.io file template that can be used to insert corner cells into your design, and 
finally prepare a GDSII Map File (gds2.map)  
 
You should have a look at the 'gemma.tcl' file. The first part includes active 
commands for loading the configuration file and making global power connections. 
 
The following statements are all commented out. They describe a complete place and 
route flow in Encounter. You can use these statements and modify them according to 
your needs. 
 
Modifications: 
To tailor the configuration file (c35b4_std.conf) for your design, you have to: 
 

• Either open c35b4_std.conf in (Emacs, pico, ….) or you could also 
modify the file in Encounter (Design->Design Import. Click on Load and 
navigate to the conf-file). 
 

• Modify netlist path. The ams_encounter switch –vn should work as a 
relative path from the created VERILOG directory. However is does no seems 
to work. Either copy your netlist from synthesis directory into the VERILOG 
directory or modify the configuration file. 
 

• Timing libraries. The script makes a small error, modify in the search path to 
the tlf files from c35_3.3V to c35b4_3.3V.  
 

• Timing constraints. Add the path to the file generated by Synopsys. Timing 
tab when using the GUI, or e.g. the entry: 
set rda_Input(ui_timingcon_file){<path_to_file>top.sdc}  
when modifying in the conf file directly.  
 

• Add the path to the corners.io file, IO Assignment file in GUI, or e.g.  
set rda_Input(ui_io_file) {corners.io}  
in the file directly. You could also assign location to the IO pads in the 
corners.io file, look at the provide file in lab1 for the syntax. Check the 
synthesized netlist for the instance names of the pads, the names should all 
begin with PAD_ .  (Remember to add the GND and VDD pads in the 
assignment file) 

 
To tailor the script (gemma.tcl) for the place and route flow of your design, you have 
to: 

• Set the operating conditions. The Synopsys sdc command 
set_operating_considitons sems to be unsupported, add: 
setOpCond -maxLibrary c35_CORELIB -max WORST -
minLibrary c35_CORELIB -min BEST 
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• Add global power connections for the power and ground pads, e.g. add: 
globalNetConnect vdd! -type pgpin -pin A -inst VDD_ALL -module {} 
globalNetConnect gnd! -type pgpin -pin A -inst GND_ALL -module {} 
where appropriate. 
 

It is recommended to run the originally active commands of the gemma.tcl file to set 
up your design. 
 
>source gemma.tcl 
 
One way of finding the right parameters for the commands is to execute the 
commands in the GUI and then reading the log file to see which commands and 
parameters the GUI used. However, the GUI does not always produce the best (or 
even correct) result, so always check the manuals. 
 
Some hint along the way: 
To optimize the placement of the standard cells; enable timing driven option by 
adding –timingdriven to the placement command.  
 
After creating the block rings, execute the given Followpin routing. Now we can 
make a first DRC check, e.g. Verify->Geometry.  
 
(Note: The only violations should be that we get spacing violations on the pads for the 
vdd and gnd nets connecting the core rings with the pad pins.)  
 
Now for the stripes, the design is small but we add stripes as an exercise. Add a pair 
of stripes (width 2, spacing 1) in the middle of you standard cell area. When 
connecting power, add all nets eg: 
  
sroute -noPadPins -noStripes -noCorePins -noBlockPins 
- jogControl \ 
{ preferWithChanges differentLayer } \ 
-nets { gnd! vdd! gnd3o! gnd3r! vdd3o! vdd3r2! vdd3r1! } 
 
Constraints for the clock tree generation (cts) are provided in the generated file  
ctgen.const. By modifying the values in this file, the resulting clock tree will be 
changed. Those values are the ones we modelled when synthesizing the design. Open 
the file and change the start of the clock tree (AutoCTSRootPin should be set to 
CLK). 
 
When routing your design, you could use wroute. Again, should you want to do 
timing driven rounting, enable it with the option –timindriven. For the interested, 
another router is NanoRoute, but according to the manual: NanoRoute is optimized 
for routing designs with the following features: more than 300K instances or nets and 
at least five routing layers, 180 nanometres or smaller process technology, signal 
integrity critical, timing critical, detailed-model (full-model) abstracts. Note:  WRoute 
is also included in the EncounterTM software. Your routing results might be better 
with WRoute when the technology is 180 nm or larger, and you have fewer than five 
routing layers and 300K instances. 
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5.2 Verify 
Ideally, the routed design should not result in any violations. Run violation reports for 
connectivity and geometry. Currently, the only allowed violations are related to the 
VDD and GND pads, i.e. there seems to be a (unresolved) problem when connecting 
the pads to the nets. See figure for accepted violations. When satisfied, save the 
design as e.g top.enc. 
 

 
 
To verify that the chip meets the timing requirements, you should perform parasitic 
extraction and static timing analysis. Be sure to verify both the setup and hold time 
after layout. If timing is not met, it might be possible to do IPO (In-place 
optimization) of the placed design in order to improve design timing. E.g. the 
optDesign command enables you to close timing and correct signal integrity and 
design rule violations at each stage of the design process (that is you can run 
optimization before or/and after the clock tree is built, and after the layout is routed.). 
When timing is OK, you should prepare back-annotate resistance and capacitance for 
the interconnects from Encounter to Design Compiler, you might use the commands 
 
extractRC 
to create a parasitric database and then  
rcOut -setload <path>top.setload 
rcOut -setres <path>top.setres  
 
The 2 files needs to be slightly modified to fit Design Compiler, easiest way is 
probably by executing 
>transcript top.setload top.setload.tcl 
and 
>transcript top.setres top.setres.tcl 
 
To calculate the delays, and outputs the results in Standard Delay Format (SDF) 
format, you should be able to use the delayCal command. However, it seems like 
Encounter generates erroneous paths. Instead, we can generate the file from Design 
Compiler when we check the result of the layout process. For this purpose, a script is 
provided (check_layout.tcl in the syn/scripts directory, open it and modify the search 
paths) which will read your netlist, read and annotate your design, sets propagated 
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clock latency. The clock propagation inserts actual timing for all gate and wire delays 
along the clock signal routes in the design after place-and-route. Finally, it checks 
timing and outputs the sdf file that can be used for simulation. 
Note, remember to output the routed netlist from Encounter. 
 

5.3 Post-layout Simulation 
To perform post-layout simulation, you may use the following sequence of 
commands: 
ncsdfc -output ./top.sdf.X <path>top.sdf 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/udp.v 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/c35b4/c35_IOLIB_4M.v 
ncvlog /digcad/hk_3.70/verilog/c35b4/c35_CORELIB.v 
ncvlog <path>top_routed.v 
ncvhdl -v93 <path>top_tb.vhd 
ncelab -v93 -ACCESS +r -messages -neg_tchk -nowarn cuvwsp -nowarn 
sdfndp -nowarn sdfinf -nowarn sdfuncon  -timescale "1ns/10ps" 
worklib.top_tb:sim -sdf_cmd_file <path>SDF_command 

 
and invoke the simulator with: 
ncsim -gui worklib.top_tb:sim & 

6 Submission 
Besides taking your ALU through the ASIC design flow, you should also report the 
timing at various stages. You should pass the timing check and not have violated any 
constraints. The slack from report timings commands should be met (positive). 
Prepare to take notes and report on both the setup and hold time analysis (6 values in 
total): 
 

A) When the design is synthesized. 
B) When the design is routed. 
C) When the design is back-annotated. 

 
The files needed for submission are: 
 

A) The final netlist from layout 
B) The generated sdf file from post-layout (generated by Design Compiler). The 

2 files makes it possible to verify the functionally of your design (at least to 
run the simulator with some simple test cases). 

C) The routed layout, e.g. the file top.enc and the directory top.enc.dat.  
 
 
Send an e-mail with the attached files no later than the submission date as posted on 
the web page. 


